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Quantum-state transfer from light to macroscopic oscillators
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We propose a scheme for transferring quantum states from the propagating light fields to macroscopic,
collective vibrational degree of freedom of a massive mirror by exploiting radiation pressure effects. This
scheme may prepare an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen state in position and momentum of a pair of distantly
separated movable mirrors by utilizing the entangled light fields produced from a nondegenerate optical
parametric amplifier.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum state exchange between light and matter is
important ingredient for the future quantum information n
works. Photons are the fastest and simplest carriers of q
tum information for transmission, but, in general, it is dif
cult to localize and store photons, so usually one pre
choosing matter as quantum memory elements. The inter
between quantum carrier and memory is a key componen
the realization of scalable quantum networks@1,2#. Several
proposals have addressed the transfer of quantum states
photons to matter. A simplest approach to a quant
memory is to absorb photons with unit probability in an o
tically thick ensemble of atoms. Nevertheless, it has b
shown that such absorption of light leads to a partial m
ping of its quantum properties to atomic ensembles@3,4#.
The important one of the light storage techniques is
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage@5,6#. The application of
this technique in single-atom cavity QED systems has led
a number of important proposals for qubit transfer betwe
atoms and photons as well as for quantum-logic gates@7–9#.
Mapping quantum states to collective atomic spin syste
@10# and quantized vibrational states of trapped ato
@11,12# by means of the stimulated Raman adiabatic pass
technology have been discussed. An alternative approac
mapping a quantum state of light onto an atomic state
electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT! has been
also proposed@13,14#. Recent experimental achievemen
employing cold Na atoms@15# and warm Rb vapor@16,17#,
which demonstrated the ‘‘storage’’ of a classical light pu
in an atomic ensemble and reversible reduction of the li
pulse group velocity to zero, have made important progr
in this direction.

Over the last 10 years a lot of theoretical attention h
been devoted to optomechanical systems. It has been po
out that nonclassical quantum states of light can be gener
by optomechanical coupling in a cavity with a movable m
ror @18–24#. Furthermore, due to recent technological dev
opments in optomechanics, this area is now becoming
perimentally accessible@25–27#. Recently, entangling
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macroscopic oscillators of movable mirrors in a cavity@28#
and teleporting a continuous variable state of a light fi
onto the vibrational state of a mirror@29# by exploiting the
radiation pressure have been presented. In this papers
propose a scheme of transferring quantum states from
propagating light field to the vibrational state of a movab
mirror by exploiting radiation pressure effects. The entang
ment of the vibrational state of a movable mirror may
achieved through the transfer of entanglement of quant
correlated light fields produced from a nondegenerate p
metric amplifier ~NOPA!. Moreover, the proposed schem
might be developed to become important resources use
quantum networks; especially it offer us possibility to obta
the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen~EPR! states of macroscopic
oscillators and teleport the center-of-mass wave function
massive object@30#.

II. MODEL

In the discussed system, the coherently driven optical c
ity consists of a moving mirror (M2) and an input and out
put coupler (M1) as shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we sha
describe the mirror as a single quantum-mechanical h
monic oscillator with massm and frequencyv1. In fact, the
mirror motion is a result of the excitation of many vibra
tional modes. The description of the mirror as a single os
lator is, however, a good approximation when frequenc
are limited to a bandwidth including a single mechanic
resonance. The optomechanical coupling between the m
and the cavity field is realized by the radiation pressure
one has the following Hamiltonian@28,29#:

H5\vaa1
†a11\v1~b1

†b11 1
2 !1\Ga1

†a1x1

1 ihA2g~a1
ine2 iva0ta1

†2a1
in* eiva0ta1!, ~1!

wherea1 andb1 are annihilation operators of the cavity fie
with optical frequencyvaand the quantized vibrational mod
of a movable mirror with harmonic-oscillation frequencyv1,
respectively. Moreover,x15b1

†1b1 is the dimensionless po
sition operator of the movable mirror, andG is the optom-
echanical coupling constant~proportional to m21/2, m is
mass of the oscillator!. The bright input light fielda1

in can be
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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decomposed to an intense carriera1
in oscillating at the cente

frequencyva0 with an average amplitude (E1
in) which equals

the amplitude of its steady-state field, and noise sideba
a6

in(L) surrounding the center frequency and oscillating
frequencyva06L with zero average amplitude@31#

^a1
in~L50!&5E1

in ; ^a1
in~LÞ0!&.0. ~2!

Then the Hamiltonian gives rise to nonlinear Langevin eq
tions whose linearization around the steady state leads t

ȧ152 iDa12 iGE1x12ga11A2ga1
in ,

ḃ152 iv1b12 iG~E1* a11E1a1
†!2Gb11j1 , ~3!

and the semiclassical steady values are

E15^a1&5A2gE1
in/~g1 iD!,

^b1ss&5GuE1u2/~G1 iv1!, ~4!

whereD5va02vc1G^b1ss&. The resonant frequency an
the decay rate of the cavity field arevc andg, respectively.
Furthermore,G and j1 are the mechanical damping rate
the mirror Brownian motion and the noise operator of t
quantum Brownian motion of the mirror. The general d
scription of quantum Brownian motion of the mirror is pr
sented at any temperatures in Ref.@32#. Assuming that the
movable mirror is a miniature high-frequency mechani
oscillator and operates in ultralow temperatures, we cons
the noise operator of the mirror as Gaussian white-no
source. Thus the noise correlation ofj1 is

^j1~ t !j1~ t8!&5^j1
†~ t !j1~ t8!&5^j1

†~ t !j1
†~ t8!&50,

^j1~ t !j1
†~ t8!&52G~112nT!d~ t2t8!, ~5!

FIG. 1. Schematic description of the discussed system.M2 is
the oscillating mirror.D5v1 is the red detuning between the inten
driving light and the cavity field. Faraday isolator~F! facilitates a
unidirectional coupling.
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wherenT5coth(\v1/2kBT) is the mean thermal photon num
ber with kB being the Boltzmann constant andT being the
equilibrium temperature. We choose the negatively detun
D5v1 by adjusting the frequency of driving beamE1. As-
suming thatv1@g, uGE1u@G, Eq. ~3! is simplified in rotat-
ing frame by neglecting fast rotating terms

ȧ̃152 iGEe2 iu1b̃12gã11A2gã1
in ,

ḃ̃152 iGEeiu1ã12Gb̃11 j̃1 , ~6!

whereE15Ee2 iu1. The equations simply describe a pair
coupled harmonic oscillators, which means that the effec
interaction between the cavity field and the vibrational mo
of the movable mirror is a simply linear coupling of the for

He f f52\V~ t !~ ã1
†b̃1e2 iu11ã1b̃1

†eiu1!, ~7!

whereV(t)5GE ~the controlled driving fieldE is time de-
pendent!. Equation~7! is the main result of this paper. Thi
kind of interaction configuration has been used in the des
for the light storage through either, the Raman proc
@10,11# or the EIT scheme@13,14#.

A further simplification of the dynamics is possible if th
decay rateg of the cavity field is sufficiently large so that th
cavity mode dynamics can also be adiabatically eliminat
In particular, if g@V(t) ~but still with v1@g), the cavity

mode is setȧ̃150 and

ã1.
V~ t !

g
b̃12A2/gã1

in ~8!

is substituted into the equation forb̃1 to give @11#

ḃ̃1.2
@V~ t !#2

g
b̃11V~ t !A2/gã1

in2Gb̃11 j̃1

52h~ t !b̃12Gb̃11A2h~ t !ã1
in1 j̃1 , ~9!

where we have setu152p/2 for simplicity and defined
h(t)5@V(t)#2/g. The motional dynamics of the mirror thu
is reduced to that of a simple damped harmonic oscilla
with the time-dependent damping rateh(t) and motional de-
coherence rateG. If h(t)@G, the statistics of the input ligh
field can be ‘‘written onto’’ the vibrational state of a movab
mirror.

III. LIGHT-TO-MOTION QUANTUM-STATE TRANSFER

Recently, entangling two macroscopic oscillators of mo
able mirrors in a cavity@28# has been proposed. Here, w
present a different protocol that transfers entanglement
pair of quantum-correlated light fields into a pair of macr
scopic oscillators of movable mirrors which are the cav
mirrors in two independent optical cavities. The source
quantum-correlated light fields is a NOPA operating bel
threshold@33,34#. The output light fields are frequency de
generate, but polarization nondegenerate. We denote the
nihilation operators for the two intracavity field modes wi
8-2
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FIG. 2. Preparation of an EPR
state of the motion of two mov-
able mirrors. The output mode
from a NOPA are incident on two
separated movable mirrors.F is
used for facilitating a unidirec-
tional coupling between the en
tangled light source and the cavit
systems with a movable mirror
The driving field is injected into
NOPA with the red detuningv1.
The polarizations of two outpu
modes from NOPA are orthogo
nal, which are separated by a po
larized beam splitter~PBS!.
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orthogonal polarization byc1 and c2, and the Hamiltonian
describing the coupling between these modes takes the fo
~in a rotating frame!

H15 ihx~c1c22c1
†c2

†!, ~10!

wherex is the coupling strength that is proportional to t
nonlinear susceptibility of the intracavity medium and t
intensity of the coherent pump field. Assuming that the c
ity modes are damped with the same ratekc , the equations
of motion for the mode operators can be derived as

ċ152kcc12xc2
†1A2kcc1

in ,

ċ252kcc22xc1
†1A2kcc2

in , ~11!

wherec1
in andc2

in are the vacuum input fields of two cavit
modes of NOPA. The output fields from the NOPA then fo
low from the boundary conditions

c1
out5A2kcc12c1

in ,

c2
out5A2kcc22c2

in . ~12!

Quadrature phase amplitudes for the output fields are defi
by

Xi
out5ci

out1ci
out† ,

Yi
out52 i ~ci

out1ci
out†!, ~13!

where i is 1 or 2. Equation~11! are readily solved in a
Fourier-transformed space. The sum of the quadrature am
tudes and the difference of the quadrature phases are de
as
01380
ms

-
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X1
out~v!1X2

out~v!5
kc2x1 iv
kc1x2 iv @X1

in~v!

1X2
in~v!# ——→

~x→kc ,v→0!

0,

Y1
out~v!2Y2

out~v!5
kc2x1 iv
kc1x2 iv @Y1

in~v!

2Y2
in~v!# ——→

~x→kc ,v→0!

0. ~14!

Obviously, the two output fields are highly correlated ifx
→kc and v→0, it means that the quadrature amplitud
exhibit exactly the property of the EPR correlation.

As depicted in Fig. 2, the two output fields of the NOP
are incident on two space-separated optical cavities, wit
movable mirror as described in Sec. II. We require that
output fields from the NOPA are resonant with the cav
mode frequency and the driving fields are red detunedD
5v1. We assume thath(t)5h, a constant, and, for simplic
ity, h is the same for both configurations. Denoting the m
tional mode operators of the two mirrors withb̃1 andb̃2, the
two systems are described by

ḃ̃152hb̃12Gb̃11A2hc1
out1 j̃1 ,

ḃ̃252hb̃22Gb̃21A2hc2
out1 j̃2 , ~15!

where we assume that the coupling between the NOPA
the cavities is unidirectional. If the bandwidths of the inp
light fields from the NOPA are sufficiently broad, in particu
lar, if kc@h, c1

out and c2
out can be regarded as quantu
8-3
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the vari-
ance ^d2(x11x2)& and ^d2(y1

2y2)& of the positions and mo-
menta of the two movable mirrors
versus the squeezing rateRNOPA

from the NOPA output field for
given values of V/(2p), ~a!
23105 Hz; ~b! 33105 Hz; ~c!
53105 Hz; with Vb55306 at a
temperatures of 4 K.
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white-noise operators in Eq.~15!. Then the variances of po
sitions and momenta of the movable mirrors are given b

^d2~x11x2!/2&5^d2~y12y2!/2&5
h8

~11G8!~h81G8!
e22r

1
G8~h81G8!1G8

~11G8!~h81G8!
Vb , ~16!

where h85h/g and G85G/g; r 52 ln@(kc2x)/(kc1x)# is
the squeezing parameter of the NOPA andVb5112nT is
noise introduced from the mechanical damping rate of
movable mirror. So in the limitr→` andg@V@G, an EPR
state in the positions and momenta of the two movable m
rors is established, i.e,̂ d2(x11x2)/2&5^d2(y12y2)/2&
5e22r→0. The coupling to the external fields from th
NOPA and driving beam can then be turned off by setting
zero. The result is a stored EPR state for the motion of
mirrors that would persist for a duration set by the time sc
(GnT)21 for motional decoherence@18–22#.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We now consider briefly the conditions under which t
most significant assumptions required by our model may
satisfied. We assume that the mechanical oscillators w
mass m51026 Kg and resonance frequencyv1 /(2p)
510 MHz are operated at a reasonable temperatures, e
K and the mechanical damping rate for the mirrorG/(2p) is
;1 Hz. It means there are purely quantum effects at ma
scopic scale notwithstandingkBT@\v1, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant andT is the equilibrium temperature o
the movable mirror. First, the neglect of the negative si
band ã2 in the effective interaction Hamiltonians require
that the red-detuned frequency of the driving field is equa
01380
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the mechanical resonance frequencyv1 and is larger than the
cavity decay rateg. Second, in the overdamped regime@i.e.,
for Eq. ~9!# the cavity decay rateg is larger than the magni
tude of the effective coupling rateV(t). If we assume, for
example, that the mirrors forming the cavity are separated
a distancel 50.5 mm, one obtainsg/(2p)52 MHz for a
cavity finesse of 75 000. In Fig. 3 we show the evolution
the variancê d2(x11x2)& and^d2(y12y2)& of the positions
and momenta of the two movable mirrors versus the sque
ing rate RNOPA of the NOPA output field (RNOPA51
2e22r) for given values ofV. Figure 3 shows that the en
tanglement transfer will be perfect whenV/(2p).5
3105 Hz.

In conclusion, we have proposed a scheme to transf
quantum state of a light field into a macroscopic, collect
vibrational degree of freedom of a massive mirror. Our p
posal may realize an EPR state in position and momen
for a pair of massive mirrors at distinct locations by explo
ing NOPA. Moreover, our model may be extended to re
out the quantum information written in the mirror motio
@11# and teleport the quantum state of the mirrors@30#. The
possibility of preparing entangled state at a macrosco
level may prove to be useful for high-precision metrolo
and for implementing a variety of continuous variable qua
tum computation and communication protocols@35–41#, as
well as opening the door to further investigations of fund
mental aspects of entangled quantum systems.
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